STRENGTH.
KNOW-HOW.
ERGONOMICS.

Quality from Germany.
Since 1785.
German engineering skills and craftsmanship
have been recognised the world over for many a
year. Long before the “Made in Germany” slogan
underlined the fact, WITTE was renowned for
its core values such as innovation, accuracy
and reliability that are central to Germany.
These are virtues that we uphold to the same
extent as our commitment to Germany as a
manufacturing location – both these aspects are
indispensable parts of our identity and quality
philosophy.

KIRCHHOFF Witte GmbH
Feldmühlenstr. 51 · 58093 Hagen · Germany
www.wittetools.com · info@wittetools.com

Black tip
Accurately finished tips provide
peak protection against corrosion
and guarantee accuracy and
correct fit

Always one twist ahead.

Pliers & cutters
The outstanding craftsmanship used in
every detail coupled with the highest
grade materials dispels any doubts

WITTE offers its customers a well structured,

that, when it comes to quality, WITTE

comprehensive, state-of-the-art range of tools

knows no compromises. Its claim to

that leaves nothing to be desired. From professional

being a supplier of premium tools is

tradespeople to DIY amateurs, whether distributors

borne out in the contours, centre of

or end-users, we offer the right solution for every

gravity and shape.

application. Flexible sales and branding concepts
also make it possible for us to supply individual

High-grade steel that is made in Germany

packaging and designs. This approach has enabled

Hardened and tempered, extremely tough
special steel guarantees optimum force
transmission and long service lives

the enterprise to become one of Europe’s premium
manufacturers that also enjoys an excellent

Bits
Thoroughly hardened and tempered
materials enhance not only the

reputation both at home and abroad. This standard

appearance of the bits but also their

is not just maintained at this level – we are constantly

functionality. At the same time, they

striving to expand and develop our standards

Roll protection

further.

guarantee extremely long service
lifetimes and ensure user satisfaction

Multifunction zone
The extended multifunction zone
allows faster screw tightening and
unscrewing

The sophisticated art
of the screwdriver.

Soft grip components

It was in the year of 1785 that WITTE started

Enhance grip and provide better
control of the tightening action

manufacturing needles and pins. As mechanisation
threatened to an increasing extent to replace

while they work.

The KIRCHHOFF Group.
The KIRCHHOFF Group has its roots in the
enterprise founded by Stephan Witte in 1785 for
the manufacture of needles and pins in Iserlohn,
Germany. Today's KIRCHHOFF Group, owned by

tailors, saddlers and shoemakers, WITTE had
already made itself a name as a manufacturer
of tools for the nascent automotive and wagon
manufacturing industries. During this period, the
company developed the product that has continued
to form the main basis of its success right up to

Patented, non-slip microfibre
coating

the Kirchhoff family for four generations, consists

Guarantees better grip and less
slippage even with oily or moist
hands

KIRCHHOFF Ecotec, KIRCHHOFF Mobility and

of four divisions: KIRCHHOFF Automotive,
WITTE Tools. KNOWLEDGE.VALUES.CHANGE. –
these are the fundamental principles that are

today: the screwdriver. Since that initial period,

also the motive force behind the rise and further

WITTE has continuously perfected that tool like no

development of the Group. They unite the more

other manufacturer – with the aid of unrelenting
innovation, maximum attention to ergonomic design

8.0

Laser head identification

and materials and, of course, peak quality made in

Rounded triangular form

Germany.

For maximum force transmission

than 11,000 employees in the Group in line with
our mission statement: WE.MOVE.FUTURE.

